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PRESS RELEASE
UK SISTERS TAKE ON THE CBD WORLD WITH THE LAUNCH OF THEIR CBD
CHOCOLATE NETWORK MARKETING OPPORTUNITY
UK based serial entrepreneur sisters Angela Spencer and Tina Hammett are taking
on the CBD and Network Marketing world with their award-nominated CBD
chocolate brand Cannabeenz.
“What we are doing is highly unusual,” explains Angela, “both CBD and Network
Marketing are big in the USA but not so much in the UK, we’re looking to change
that.”
Pre-launched in March this year, the UK made CBD chocolate beans are proving a
hit and have been invited for awards submissions from Janey Lee Grace’s Platinum
Awards to The World CBD Awards.
“We’ve worked hard to ensure we are offering an ethical yet strong UK based
network marketing opportunity to the market,” Angela enthuses, “we take our beenz
everyday ourselves, so they had to be organic, vegan and top quality. We started
this business because of the amazing benefits Tina and I had from CBD Oil, we just
couldn’t stand the taste, hence putting it into chocolate for ourselves, with the great
by-product of better absorption.”
After that fateful day less than a year ago, friends and family also clamoured for their
chocolate CBD beenz, however, they soon realised their chocolate expertise wasn’t
up to scratch to go global.
“We teamed up with amazing Chocolatier Paul Jones (author of “CBD-elicious”) and
all our products are hand-made by his team right here in the UK,” Angela notes,
“using better than fair-trade, top quality chocolate and zero plastic in our packing.”
This gives cannabeenz a unique opportunity to add the UK as a major player to the
emerging CBD world stage.
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“We wanted to offer others the ability to build a business too and benefit from the
exploding CBD market,” Angela said, “it’s why we chose Network Marketing as our
route to market and we’re very proud to be a British company in the CBD arena.”
NOTES TO EDITOR:
For general information on cannabeenz visit their website:
https://www.cannabeenz.co.uk
For further information about cannabeenz please contact Angela Spencer (Director)
on: +44 (0)7912 626118 or email her: angelaspencer@cannabeenz.co.uk
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